Abstract—Tight cooperation among distributively connected equipment and infrastructures of an Industrial-Internet-of-Things (IIoT) system hinges on low latency data exchange and accurate time synchronization within sophisticated networks. However, the temperature-induced clock drift in connected industry facilities constitutes a fundamental challenge for conventional synchronization techniques due to dynamic industrial environments. Furthermore, the variation of packet delivery latency in IIoT networks hinders the reliability of time information exchange, leading to deteriorated clock synchronization performance in terms of synchronization accuracy and network resource consumption. In this article, a digital-twin-enabled model-based scheme is proposed to achieve an intelligent clock synchronization for reducing resource consumption associated with distributed synchronization in fast-changing IIoT environments. By leveraging the digital-twin-enabled clock models at remote locations, required interactions among distributed IIoT facilities to achieve synchronization is dramatically reduced. The virtual clock modeling in advance of the clock calibrations helps to characterize each clock so that its behavior under dynamic operating environments is predictable, which is beneficial to avoiding excessive synchronization-related timestamp exchange. An edge-cloud collaborative architecture is also developed to enhance the overall system efficiency during the development of remote digital-twin models. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed scheme can create an accurate virtual model remotely for each local clock according to the information gathered. Meanwhile, a significant enhancement on the clock accuracy is accomplished with dramatically reduced communication resource consumption in networks with different packet delay variations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ongoing convergence of information and communication technologies (ICT) and vertical industry applications in the forms of advanced manufacturing, smart factories, and industry 4.0 will directly boost the efficiency, quality, and productivity of many industrial processes as well as reducing the corresponding production costs [1]. By integrating communications, networking, and computing technologies, future Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and cyber–physical systems (CPSs) will enable the ubiquitous connectivity and interactivity among large-scale industrial infrastructures [2], [3]. Assisted by the ongoing expansion and deployment of the fifth-generation (5G) wireless technologies, timely large-scale sensing and controlling information exchange among distributed physical infrastructures are becoming realities [4], leading to frequent interactions among the connected facilities. However, the involvement of a large number of devices and the associated massive data will cause unexpected latency, which hinders the intelligence of the distributed process in IIoT systems [5]. The long and nondeterministic network latency inevitably becomes a significant impediment for timely and efficient information exchange in distributed IIoT systems [6].

As one of the most critical requirements to guarantee efficient distributed interaction, accurate clock synchronization within an IIoT system empowers the collaborative synergy among distributed physical elements [7]. Without a consistent clock reference among the industrial infrastructures, data packets associated with misaligned time indices will be interchanged, leading to the inaccurate analysis of crucial data and decisions relying on stale data. However, the increasingly sophisticated industrial environment poses more challenges on clock synchronization among all involved entities. On the one hand, with the extensive development of ICT technologies, an increasing number of factories will rely on 5G wireless technologies as one of their fundamental ways to meet critical requirements on time-sensitive applications in the near future [8]. Consequently, a heterogeneous IIoT network based on wired standards, traditional wireless standards (e.g., wirelessHART), and arising 5G standards (e.g., URLLC) is emerging [9], leading to new synchronization challenges, including nondeterministic latencies and cross-standard synchronization for distributed nodes using various communication standards [10]. On the other hand, the dynamic industry operating environment of an IIoT system makes the synchronization process more challenging. As previously studied and validated [11], [12], clocks in complicated environments are susceptible to drift compared to those in moderate residential and office circumstances. The temperature-induced clock drifting inherent to inexpensive crystal oscillators will inevitably result in inconsistent clock outputs among IIoT
devices, necessitating the situation-aware synchronization to fully address the susceptibility of distributed devices to the external influence.

Traditional synchronization techniques adopted in an IIoT environment, including precision time protocol (PTP) [13] and flooding time synchronization protocol (FTSP) [14], are typically achieved through frequent calibration of the target clock by minimizing the observed clock deviation from the time reference, instead of understanding the reason behind the ever-growing clock errors. The nondeterministic clock errors induced from the time-varying clock skews will necessitate a higher synchronization frequency to maintain clock consistency, leading to degraded synchronization efficiency with increased network resource consumption. Moreover, traditional point-to-point clock synchronization exclusively relies on the periodic exchange of timestamps, while its accuracy in large-scale IIoT systems will be deteriorated due to the uncontrollable issues incurred by intermediate communication processes, including suspectable Internet link quality, accumulated network latencies, and packet delay variations (PDVs). The expected performance of end-to-end network-wide synchronization will be significantly degraded in terms of the achievable clock accuracy and increment of network resource consumption with the extension of the network scale.

With the emergence of digital twin, a situation-aware and model-based distributed clock synchronization for IIoT systems can be enabled. By definition, digital twin is the digital counterpart of a physical infrastructure established through comprehensive observation, modeling, and simulation processes that can reflect the real-time relation between the physical entity and its virtual representation [15]. Consequently, digital twin is indispensable to bridge the gap between the physical world and the virtual world while enhancing the seamless integration between these two domains [16]. The cohesive physical-virtual collaboration exclusively hinges on the accurate and efficient clock synchronization among all physical and digital constituents in an IIoT system that couples with its digital twin equivalent. Conversely, the establishment of the digital twin of an IIoT system can enhance the clock synchronization performance by promoting the understanding of its physical entities. The behavior and real-time status of each clock in an IIoT system can be thoroughly modeled and predicted by its digital counterpart so that more situation-aware synchronization protocols are attainable. By leveraging the strength of digital twin, the effect of the diversified operating environments and network conditions can be minimized.

Motivated by these considerations, a digital-twin-enabled distributed clock synchronization scheme is proposed in this article to tackle the previously mentioned synchronization challenges in IIoT systems. To be more specific, the primary contributions of this article comprise the following two aspects. First, an edge-cloud collaborative system architecture is proposed to establish digital-twin models. The data generated at each local device is efficiently processed at an edge device to minimize the effect of uncertain network latency on the timely analysis. Second, the characteristics of each clock are modeled by exploring the consecutive time information uploaded from the distributed devices, based on which a digital twin counterpart is established to predict the clock skew for each node under various operating environments. By leveraging the digital-twin-enabled clock skew estimation, the clock accuracy is improved with reduced consumption of network resources during the distributed clock synchronization.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Related work in terms of clock synchronization under network uncertainties, temperature-compensated skew correction, and digital twin-related designs are summarized in Section II. The overall physical system description, including the edge-cloud collaborative architecture and heterogeneous clock models is illuminated in Section III, while the realization of digital-twin-enabled clock synchronization (DTCS) is designed in Section IV, including information acquisition, model establishment, and clock skew correction. Simulations are carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme on the aspects of model validation, clock accuracy improvement, and network overhead reduction in Section V, followed by the conclusion in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Clock synchronization in industrial environments has been widely investigated in recent years. In this section, related studies of clock synchronization considering network uncertainties and time-varying drifting issues are given first. Additionally, the recent advancements of digital twin in industrial applications are summarized in detail as well.

Many synchronization techniques have been developed to overcome the impact of uncertainty and asymmetrical network latency on clock synchronization accuracy. This effect is typically alleviated by designing more robust synchronization protocols, for example, using prioritized data transfer protocols [17] to guarantee the channel access for sensors with critical tasks so that the synchronization precision can be improved. However, those efforts generally depend on the feasibility of modifying communication protocols. In dealing with the random network latency, Leng and Wu [18] tried to jointly evaluate clock parameters and the network latency by proposing a low-complexity maximum-likelihood estimator. Meanwhile, a constant gain approach is designed [19] for consensus-based synchronization with random bounded communication delays. However, the effectiveness of these methods primarily relies on the accurate estimation and characterization of the random network latencies in the system.

Moreover, the time-varying clock drift for inexpensive oscillators due to defective manufacturing and dynamic environments is explored and analyzed in the literature. An intelligent-clustering mechanism is designed in [20] based on the continuous observation of the varying rate of skew from distributed nodes so that an appropriate synchronization frequency is assigned to each cluster for resource-saving. However, quantitative analysis of the clock skew is not sufficiently provided. According to the quadratic relation between temperature and oscillation frequency summarized in [11], a temperature-assisted and self-calibrated clock synchronization mechanism is proposed for sensor networks [21] by
dynamically compensating clock skews based on the working temperature. The improvement of clock accuracy depends on the assumption that the relation between its frequency and the corresponding temperature always follows the theoretical expression. A different scheme on environment-aware clock skew estimation and compensation is proposed for the synchronization in wireless sensor networks [22] by designing a Kalman filter to evaluate the impact of the operating temperature, which poses a more stringent requirement on the processing capability for each sensor node. Additionally, Cena et al. [23] proposed a neural network-based approach to explore the characteristics of the synchronization error, which is mainly affected by the external temperature. However, the feasibility of such a method is dubious due to the high cost of adopting the learning-based algorithm in distributed inexpensive devices. It also should be noted that none of these studies considered the effect of network latency on the clock relationship estimation and calibration, which motivated the design of the situation-aware clock synchronization protocol with dynamic network conditions.

Furthermore, as one of the enabling technologies in IIoT systems, digital twin has received increasing attention in the last few years. Digital twin can duplicate and imitate the physical characteristics of distributed entities to demonstrate the natural trend of each party based on historically collected data, which enables remote analysis, modeling and prediction of the future behavior for device of interest. Based on this observation, a digital twin-assisted fault diagnosis paradigm [24] is developed using the deep-learning methodology. A model with the high fidelity is designed in the virtual domain to train the learning model so that the dynamics of data is thoroughly traceable. Similarly, digital twin-based product design, manufacturing, and service provisioning with the assist of big data analysis are proposed in [25], although lacking a comprehensive demonstration of the data regulation and analysis. Inspired by the potential of digital twin that the data can be acquired and traced in a real-time manner, Zhou et al. [26] implemented an online analysis digital twin system to obtain a real-time solution for the power grid. These investigations indicate that digital twin is effective in dealing with the massive data on real-time acquisition, accurate analysis, and timely decision making.

III. CLOUD-EDGE COLLABORATIVE ARCHITECTURE AND SYSTEM MODEL

In this article, a three-tier cloud-edge collaborative architecture with heterogeneous physical clocks distributed in an IIoT system is adopted to form the foundation of the proposed DTCS.

A. Overall System Architecture

The overall architecture of an IIoT system designed to maintain a desirable clock accuracy at every clock within the network is shown in Fig. 1, which is organized as a three-layer hierarchy, namely, cloud center, edge devices, and end nodes. In this section, the function of each layer and the interaction among them will be introduced in detail.

Node devices, at the most fundamental layer, are various classes of end-devices equipped with a clock of diverse conditions, which is required to be synchronized periodically regarding the time reference. All types of time-tracking devices, including sensors, actuators, controllers, schedulers, and unmanned vehicles, can be considered as node devices. All clocks in an IIoT system will function uniquely due to their diverse operating environments, inconsistent manufacturing specifications and packaging materials for the crystal oscillators, as well as their different capacities of receiving the time reference for local clock modification. Therefore, the clock of each facility will evolve with different drifting rates, and conduct an incoherent timestamp at any instant. This nondeterministic clock inaccuracy under complicated industrial operating and communication environments necessitates frequent and resource-consuming synchronization actions associated with massive time information conveyance for maintaining a global time consistency within the network.

Edge devices are intelligent devices with higher processing capacity assigned to accomplish preliminary and uncomplicated computation physically close to the node devices [27]. As the intermediate layer of the entire system, edge devices are responsible for collecting physical information, including timestamps and temperature, from the node devices, supervise relatively straightforward data processing, and convey the outputs to the cloud center for further computation or backup. As a consequence, edge devices can enhance the distributed intelligence during real-time raw data gathering and processing while alleviating the unsatisfactory impact of the significant network latency between node devices and the cloud center. Each edge device will be responsible for collecting and processing the clock information only from the node devices within its coverage so that excessive or unbalanced computation burden is avoided. Generally, edge devices
are gateways or IIoT devices assigned by the cloud center according to application-oriented requirements, including the sufficient processing capacity and appropriate physical distance, which can be investigated by adopting topology discovery algorithms [28].

The functions of a cloud center in the proposed scheme are threefold. Most fundamentally, the cloud center serves as the time reference, according to which every device in the network will synchronize its local clock. On recognizing the potential necessity of the clock calibration, the cloud center will disseminate this reference time to the entire system progressively. Meanwhile, the cloud center is responsible for the initial synchronization of the selected edge devices. The rest of this article will focus on the description of the digital-twin model establishment and clock synchronization between the edge and node devices under the assumption that a digital twin of each edge device is established at the cloud center, and its clock is accurately synchronized according to the same procedures. Furthermore, the cloud center acts as the data center of the overall system for data storage, management, and backup. The parameters obtained historically or updated periodically from the edge devices will be preserved in the cloud for potential long-term tracking and analysis.

The coherent collaboration among these three layers together with the efficient data exchange among all involved elements play critical roles in supporting the establishment of a situation-aware synchronization protocol. Consequently, the extensive understanding of the intrinsic parameters of each clock at distributed physical entities is indispensable for the accomplishment of the successive synchronization design.

### B. Heterogeneous Clock Model

In the node layer of the proposed hierarchical architecture, each end-device encloses a quartz-crystal oscillator-driven clock. For a large-scale IIoT system with the complicated operating environment, these clocks generally behave differently due to the existence of initial clock offsets and skews, which are mainly caused by the original manufacturing defect of their oscillators, as well as the successive clock drifting resulted from the effect of the external operating environment (e.g., temperature). Especially when an inexpensive oscillator embeds in each device for reducing the implementation cost, the inconsistent and varying drifting incurred will lead to long-term clock inaccuracy. To be more specific, the clock at node \(i\) is a function of its time-varying clock skew \(\alpha_i(t)\) caused by the dynamic frequency deviated from its dominated frequency and its constant clock offset \(\beta_i\) incurred by the various initial phases. According to [12] and [29], the clock output at time instant \(t\) can be written as

\[
C_i(t) = \alpha_i(t) + \beta_i.
\]

(1)

Generally, the clock skew \(\alpha_i(t)\) of an oscillator is a combination of its initial clock drift \(\alpha_0\) and a time-varying factor \(\omega_i(t)\), so that the clock model can be further derived as

\[
C_i(t) = (\alpha_0 + \omega_i(t))t + \beta_i.
\]

(2)

The time-varying frequency-drifting of a node [i.e., \(\omega_i(t)\)] is originated from both the inherent defect and its congenial disposition, for instance, its susceptibility to the operating temperature. According to the correlation between temperature and oscillation frequency validated in [11], the real-time frequency of the crystal oscillator at node \(i\) is defined as

\[
f_i = f_0\left(1 + \eta_i(T(t) - T_0)^2\right)
\]

(3)

where \(T(t)\) is the operating temperature at the instant \(t\), while \(f_0\), \(\eta_i\), and \(T_0\) are the dominated frequency, temperature sensitivity factor, and ideal operating temperature of the clock at node \(i\), respectively. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the factor \(\omega_i(t)\) will follow a quadratic relationship with the operating temperature \(T(t)\) [21]. According to (3), the overall clock skew at the instant \(t\) accumulated from its initial skew \(\alpha_0\) can be written as

\[
\alpha_i(t) = \omega_i(t) + \alpha_0 = 1 + \eta_i(T(t) - T_0)^2 + \alpha_0.
\]

(4)

Consequently, the clock output at time \(t\) can be derived by substituting (4) into (1), while the real-time clock error \(e(t)\) regarding the absolute time \(t\) is given by

\[
e(t) = C_i(t) - t = (\eta_i(T(t) - T_0)^2 + \alpha_0) + \beta_i
\]

(5)

which is affected by its initial inaccuracy as well as its intrinsic temperature-related parameters.

However, it is worth noting that none of these skew-related parameters for the distributed devices is identical, even if they are manufactured from the same batch. Meanwhile, this difference for heterogeneous entities in a IIoT synthesis will be even more critical, indicating that it is infeasible to derive a universal expression to represent all clocks. Especially when applications with extreme time-sensitivity are adopted in the IIoT system, the clock inconsistency incurred by the skew will be intolerable and fatal. Therefore, instead of adopting the general model given by (1), an appropriate approach to achieve parameter determination is of the utmost importance to further investigate an individualized model for each clock.

### IV. Digital-Twin-Enabled Clock Synchronization

Based on the information from the heterogeneous clocks, a digital-twin system can be established to fully investigate their characteristics, which can be further used for clock synchronization. The expanded system architecture with the involvement of a digital-twin system is initially introduced.

#### A. Physical-Virtual-Collaborative System Design

The seamless collaboration between the physical process and the virtual model is indispensable in realizing the timely data analysis and conscious decision making throughout its life cycle. In the proposed clock synchronization design, the physical elements extracted from the distributed infrastructures are a set of heterogeneous clock outputs, based on which models with various parameters are attainable. The physical-virtual-collaborated system architecture is shown in Fig. 2(a), which is an extension of the three-tier hierarchy introduced in Section III-A after initiating its digital twin counterpart.
As previously stated in Section III-B, each device in the system is associated with an oscillator-driven clock, which generates a sequence of timestamps continuously. The timestamps given by each clock are always inconsistent, due to the heterogeneity of the enclosed oscillators. Each group of nodes will send the timestamps during the network initialization period continuously to their dedicated edge device, who is responsible for recording and investigating the behavior of these end-devices so that a virtual representative for each individual can be created in the digital twin domain. After conducting the initial digital model for all clocks within its coverage, the edge device will send a duplication of each model to every end-device for validating the correctness of the coefficients. After the training of several iterations based on the successive observation and feedback, a refined model can be established, while the model parameters will be transmitted to the cloud center as a backup. As shown in (5), the critical parameters required to be stored in the cloud center, including the initial clock skew $\alpha_i$, temperature sensitivity factor $\eta_i$, and its ideal working temperature $T_{i0}$. Meanwhile, the cloud center will make decisions on the reference time dissemination to guarantee the overall clock accuracy in the network.

The dataflow of the proposed digital twin-based clock synchronization scheme is shown in Fig. 2(b), where the entire dataflow comprises three successive phases, namely, data collection phase aiming at physical data acquisition, data analysis phase for the model establishment and its subsequent refinement, as well as the decision-making phase, which is responsible for finalizing the model parameters and calibrating clock offsets. Instead of organizing the devices into the cloud-edge-node hierarchy according to their classes, the overall dataflow is classified based on the intention of each interconnection among the entities involved. Moreover, those three phases are mapped into the digital twin domain with their corresponding components to illustrate their interactions. A more detailed physical-virtual-collaborative procedure of the digital-twin model establishment between the edge device and its node devices is shown by the sequence diagram in Fig. 3, which consists of the three different phases. After the initialization period, all nodes in the network are orchestrated into a cloud-edge-node architecture with the assignment of the edge devices. The collaboration is initiated from the physical information collection at the local devices, where nodes will start to generate local timestamps under different temperatures. The local information consists of the generated timestamps...
and the corresponding temperatures will be successively transmitted to its superior edge device, which will be responsible for investigating the characteristics of each clock. Based on the obtained information, a digital-twin model will be formed in the node device, and corresponding feedback information will be delivered to the edge device for necessary update. The details of each phase will be introduced in the following sections.

**B. Clock Information Acquisition**

As the external temperature has an apparent effect on the clock skew, it is meaningful to collect a sequence of timestamps under each operating temperature so that the relation between the clock variation and its temperature is discoverable. According to the observation that the temperature in an IIoT system typically varies gradually, a series of \( I \) local clock timestamps at each node device is continuously generated at the same temperature. Meanwhile, a total number of \( k \) distinct temperatures are selected for the relationship analysis. In other words, the node \( i \) will deliver its local clock information as one timestamp to its edge device, while each timestamp is denoted in the form of \( C_{ij}(t_k^i) \), indicating the \( r \)th clock information obtained under the operating temperature \( T_k \) at the node device \( i \). After an apparent change of the operating temperature, each local device will update its operating temperature \( T_k \) associated with the timestamps to its superior device for the successive relationship discovery purpose.

After the reception of each timestamp \( C_{ij}(t_k^i) \) from its subordinate end-device \( i \), the edge device \( E_j \) will record its local clock value \( C_{ij}(t_k^j) \) for further calculation. As previously stated in Section III-A, we assume that all edge devices were already synchronized according to the cloud center with the same approach shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, once a packet is received at the edge device, its timestamp recorded is the addition of the absolute time that the packet is transmitted at the node device \( i \) and the network latency inevitably induced between these two nodes, namely, \( C_{ij}(t_k^j) = t_k^i + d_{ij}(t_k^i) \). The overall latency is assumed to be random and nondeterministic due to the existence of PDV inherent to the network uncertainties (e.g., access contention, channel asymmetry, and dynamic communication environment). The PDV is generally time-varying, manifested as the difference of delays when delivering two successive packets between the same pair of nodes. As the PDV dominates the uncertainty during timestamp calculation, larger PDV will lead to significantly degraded synchronization performance. The network delay can be denoted by \( d_{ij}(t_k^i) = \hat{d}_{ij} \pm (1/2)\delta_{ij} \), where \( \hat{d}_{ij} \) is the expectation of the delay between node \( i \) and \( E_j \), while \( \delta_{ij} \) is the PDV affected by its communication protocol and network conditions, and its factor is adopted for further derivation simplicity. At the edge device \( E_j \), the clock information delivered from one of its members \( i \) can be recorded and regulated into a matrix, shown as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
T_i(t_1) & T_i(t_2) & \cdots & T_i(t_k) \\
C_{ij}(t_1^i) & C_{ij}(t_2^i) & \cdots & C_{ij}(t_k^i) \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
C_{ij}(t_1^i) & C_{ij}(t_2^i) & \cdots & C_{ij}(t_k^i)
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
T_i(t_k^i) \\
C_{ij}(t_1^j) \\
\vdots \\
C_{ij}(t_k^j)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

which will be further used for the successive preprocessing and model training.

**C. Digital Twin Establishment and Utilization**

The function of the data analysis layer in the proposed synchronization scheme can be classified into clock information preprocessing, initial clock model establishment, and feedback-based model update, which jointly develop a comprehensive understanding of each physical clock according to its time information (6) regulated at the superior device. Correspondingly, the data analysis layer can be mapped as data fusion, virtual modeling, and physical-virtual interaction in the digital twin domain.

1) **Clock Information Preprocessing**: The purposes of data fusion are twofold, namely, preliminarily alleviating the effect of random network latency and extracting critical information from the massive timestamps delivered. Based on (6), it is straightforward to obtain the clock error \( e_i(t_k^i) \) at the time instant \( t_k^i \) under the external temperature \( T_k \) for the node \( i \) as

\[
e_i(t_k^i) = C_i(t_k^i) - C_{ij}(t_k^i).
\]

By comparing (7) with (5), the clock error can be rewritten as

\[
e_i(t_k^i) = (\eta_i(T_i(t_k^i) - T_0)^2 + \alpha_0) t_k^i + \beta_i - d_{ij}(t_k^i).
\]

Similarly, for the \((l + 1)\)th sampling under the same temperature \( T_i(t_k^i) \), the clock error is given by

\[
e_i(t_k^{l+1}) = (\eta_i(T_i(t_k) - T_0)^2 + \alpha_0) t_k^{l+1} + \beta_i - d_{ij}(t_k^{l+1}).
\]
By subtracting (9) from (8), the clock error evolution between the two consecutive samplings can be written as
\[
\epsilon_t^i(T_i^k) = \left( \eta_i(T_i(t_k) - T_{i0})^2 + \alpha_i \right) \tau_k + \left( d_y(t_k^{i+1}) - d_y(t_k^i) \right)
\]
(10)
where \( \tau_k \) is the fixed sampling interval between \( t_k^i \) and \( t_k^{i+1} \). By taking the average of \( \epsilon_t^i(T_i^k) \) for all the \( l \) samplings, the variation of clock errors can be obtained as
\[
\hat{\epsilon}_i(T_i^k) = \left( \eta_i(T_i(t_k) - T_{i0})^2 + \alpha_i \right) \tau_k \pm \delta_i
\]
(11)
which is the effect of the operating temperature on the clock outputs under the network uncertainty \( \delta_i \). According to (11), \( \hat{\epsilon}_i(T_i^k) \) of node \( i \) is quadratically related to its operating temperature, while the coefficients are discoverable from the consecutive observations in diverse environments. In summary, the critical information extraction based on the clock information recorded in (6) is given by
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
T_i(t_k^i) \\
C_i(t_k^i) \\
\hat{C}_{ij}(t_k^i)
\end{bmatrix}
\rightarrow
\begin{bmatrix}
T_i(t_k^0) \\
\hat{C}_{ij}(t_k^0)
\end{bmatrix}.
\]
(12)

2) Initial Model Training and Formation: Based on the critical information extracted, the edge device will build a model for each of its subordinates to track the trend of its local clock, which is affected by the physical characteristics of its enclosed crystal oscillator, as shown in (11). Based on the error difference \( \hat{\epsilon}_i(T_i^k) \) and its related temperature \( T_i(t_k) \) summarized in (12), a Vandermonde matrix can be established, which will result in a linear relationship, shown as
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
T_i^2(t_1) & T_i^1(t_1) & 1 \\
T_i^2(t_2) & T_i^1(t_2) & 1 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
T_i^2(t_k) & T_i^1(t_k) & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
p_\hat{1} \\
p_\hat{2} \\
\vdots \\
p_{\hat{k}}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{\epsilon}_i(T_1) \\
\hat{\epsilon}_i(T_2) \\
\vdots \\
\hat{\epsilon}_i(T_k)
\end{bmatrix}
\]
(13)
where the vector \( \hat{\epsilon}_i \) is the system output correspondingly attained from the system input \( T_i \). Based on the observation, the polynomial coefficients \( p_i \) can be derived by solving
\[
\hat{p}_i = T_i^{-1} \hat{\epsilon}_i
\]
(14)
from which the temperature-sensitivity factor \( \hat{\eta}_i \), ideal operating temperature \( \hat{T}_{i0} \), and the initial clock skew \( \hat{\alpha}_{i0} \) can be estimated. These three coefficients will be distributed to each local device for further validation and updates.

Once the model coefficients are received at each local device, a virtual skew can be obtained as
\[
\hat{\alpha}_{i}(t) = 1 + \hat{\eta}_i \left( T_i(t) - \hat{T}_{i0} \right)^2 + \hat{\alpha}_{i0}
\]
(15)
which is the digital twin counterpart of the real skew at the local clock. This physical clock skew can be calibrated from dividing the local clock by the virtual skew, given by
\[
\hat{C}_i(t) = \frac{C_i(t)}{\hat{\alpha}_i(t)} = \frac{\alpha_i(t) + \beta_i}{\hat{\alpha}_i(t)}
\]
(16)
where \( \beta_i \) is the constant initial offset. A precise modeling of the clock skew \( \hat{\alpha}_i \) (i.e., \( \hat{\alpha}_i(t) = \alpha_i(t) \)) will result in \( \hat{C}_i(t) = t + \hat{\beta}_i \), indicating that the local clock at node \( i \) will operate with the identical rate as the reference clock at its edge device with a tiny constant offset, which can be easily eliminated via any offset compensation process (OCP) once, for example, two-way packet exchange used in [20]. However, due to the network uncertainty \( \delta_i \) involved during clock modeling, the calibrated clock will operate with a slight deviation from its ideal scenario, leading to the necessity of successive model update according to the feedback information.

3) Error Feedback and Model Update: After the establishment of virtual clock models at distributed node devices, both the original and the calibrated clocks outputs will be recorded, while those timestamps will be periodically transmitted to their edge devices in improving the accuracy of the modeling. Each device will transmit its clock information in the same format of the initial training phase, while all the conveyed information will be recorded at the edge device as
\[
\hat{I}_i(t_k) = \begin{bmatrix}
T_i(t_k^i) \\
C_i(t_k^i) \\
\hat{C}_{ij}(t_k^i)
\end{bmatrix}.
\]
(17)
Based on the feedback information received, the edge device will further update the model in the same procedures introduced above, while a group of feedback-based estimation of the coefficients \( \hat{p}_i \) can be obtained as
\[
\tilde{p}_i = T_i^{-1} \tilde{\epsilon}_i
\]
(18)
where \( \tilde{\epsilon}_i \) is the error evolution of the calibrated clock extracted from the feedback information \( \hat{C}_i \). Therefore, an updated estimation of the coefficients in terms of temperature-sensitivity factor \( \hat{\eta}_i \), ideal operating temperature \( \hat{T}_{i0} \), and the initial clock skew \( \hat{\alpha}_{i0} \) can be extracted with enhanced precision.

Since the edge device is aware of the two groups of coefficients obtained from both the training information and its corresponding feedback, a difference between these two groups of coefficients can be observed at the edge device for each training iteration. The estimation bias of the clock skew at the \( i^{th} \) training iteration can be calculated as
\[
\tilde{y}_i(v) = \frac{\tilde{p}_i(v) - \hat{p}_i(v)}{\hat{p}_i(v)}
\]
(19)
which can be evaluated as the evidence of the modeling credibility. The edge device will conduct continuous training processes to obtain more accurate coefficients until it reaches the upper bound of the training iterations, or the observed difference is smaller than an ideal threshold, indicating that the training results reach its convergence.

D. Decision Making and Clock Accuracy Guarantee

After the accomplishment of the training process, each edge device will transmit the finalized parameters (i.e., \( \hat{\eta}_i \), \( \hat{T}_{i0} \), and \( \hat{\alpha}_{i0} \)) to both the cloud center and node devices for different purposes. On one hand, an updated digital twin counterpart of its physical skew will be established at each node device according to the delivered parameters, shown as
\[
\tilde{\alpha}_i(t) = 1 + \hat{\eta}_i \left( T_i(t) - \hat{T}_{i0} \right)^2 + \hat{\alpha}_{i0}
\]
(20)
which will be used to achieve the situation-aware calibration of its local clock skew under different operating temperatures. A virtual clock model will be established at each node to generate time information that is calibrated by the estimated clock skew. For the ideal situation, the estimation of clock characteristics will be identical to its real behavior, indicating that the skew of each virtual clock is eliminated while the device will not require any synchronization action during its further operation. However, the modeling inaccuracy incurred by the network uncertainty will lead to defect recognition at the distributed devices, so that further clock modification and model updates are necessary.

During the network operation stage, each node device will occasionally deliver its timestamps associated with other application-related messages to the edge device, which will be responsible for observing the difference between its local clock outputs and the conveyed timestamps. In the case that the clock difference is foreseeable to be larger than the accuracy requirement at one device, its edge device will be managed to eliminate the clock error by triggering the OCP at this subordinate. Since the OCP consumes critical communication and computation resources during network operation, a minimal triggering frequency of the OCP is desired.

On the other hand, a long-range analysis will be continuously executed at the cloud center based on the historical models trained at each edge device and the recently delivered timestamps from the distributed nodes. Another comprehensive training process illustrated in Fig. 3 will be conducted for the node only if its previous model stored in the cloud center presents a significantly different behavior, which violates its newly generated timestamps.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, a series of simulations are carried out to evaluate the clock accuracy improvement and the network overhead incurred by adopting the proposed DTCS scheme. The modeling of an industrial environment and the distribution of local devices are introduced first.

A. Temperature Modeling

In this simulation, a common industrial environment with different areas associated with diverse temperature variations is simulated in MATLAB. The outdoor temperature information is collected from real environment while the indoor data are generated by simulation. As shown in Fig. 4(a), 30 heterogeneous devices equipped with an oscillator-driven clock are randomly deployed in an industrial environment consists of four different temperature distributions, including the extreme and unpredictable outdoor environment where the temperature can be as low as $-40 \degree C$, well-controlled storage room with a constant temperature of $-5 \degree C$ after its initialization, normal indoor areas with around $23 \degree C$ during daytime and around $16 \degree C$ during the night, as well as manufacturing space, which can reach $60 \degree C$ during its operation. The oscillation frequency of each clock will vary with a different extent in its environment, leading to nonidentical clock errors after a certain time.

Meanwhile, the temperature in different areas will vary with time in its unique rate, as shown in Fig. 4(b). For instance, the fluctuation of outdoor temperature during both summer and winter periods will be much more nondeterministic, while temperatures in manufacturing and storage space will keep almost unchanged after their initialization. Due to the heterogeneous susceptibility of the distributed devices to the external environment, each clock will present a distinctive error, especially after long-term operation. Therefore, without an ideal approach to compensate for the effect of temperature, the overall coherence of the synchronization performance in the IIoT systems would be suspicious.

B. Modeling Accuracy Evaluation

To deal with the effect of the temperature and enhance the understanding of the distributed clocks over the network, a unique skew model comprises three coefficients, namely, temperature sensitivity, ideal operating temperature, and initial clock skew, is created for each clock according to (15) and (20) for initial training and successive feedback, respectively. Due to the existence of network uncertainty, PDV incurred will inevitably cause observation error during parameter estimation. Furthermore, a larger PDV will naturally result in increasingly unpredictable variation between every two successive receptions of the timestamp, leading to more apparent randomness of the estimation error during both the training and calculation processes. According to the deployed network and different service contents provided by the IIoT system, dynamic PDVs fluctuating to a large extent will arise. In strictly controlled networks like guaranteed service transport [30], the
Fig. 5. Initial training and initial feedback of clock skew estimation are severely affected by the fluctuation of the network. The feedback-based estimation is more reliable with the increment of the network uncertainty.

Fig. 6. Feedback-based coefficients estimation inaccuracy will decrease with the increment of training iterations, while an estimation error within 10% is achievable after the 10th iteration with a network that \( \delta = 1 \times 10^{-2} \).

PDV can be eliminated by preserving dedicated communication resources for critical tasks. A small PDV is emerged in voice over LTE (VoLTE) supported by cellular networks with a PDV around \( 5 \times 10^{-5} \) s [31], while video-related services, including video over LTE and video conferencing services can lead to a larger PDV up to \( 2 \times 10^{-2} \) s [32]. Furthermore, as illustrated in [31], the amount of PDV can be as high as \( 0.1 \) s in some machine-type communication (MTC) scenarios.

Based on the above observation, simulations were conducted to validate the estimation accuracy under various PDV conditions ranging from \( 10^{-5} \) to \( 10^{-1} \), which can reveal most of the existing networks in practice. The estimation accuracy for the \( v \)th iteration is calculated by comparing the estimated clock coefficients with the ground truth value \( p_i \), given by

\[
\gamma_i(v) = \frac{\hat{p}_i(v) - p_i}{p_i}. \tag{21}
\]

Taking the estimation of the ideal operating temperature \( T_0 \) as a representative, which is shown in Fig. 5, an accurate estimation is attainable when a well-controlled network (i.e., \( \delta \leq 10^{-3} \)) is employed. With the increment of PDV, the accuracy of the initial modeling and first-round feedback for \( T_0 \) are both severely degraded. A larger network uncertainty will even lead to over 100% initial estimation error, meaning that this estimation is not trustworthy. However, it can be observed from the enlarged linear inset that the feedback-based estimation can reduce the modeling inaccuracy from 35% to 15%, which will boost the precision of the model established. Similar observations are also found for the other two coefficients, while the feedback-based observations always increase the modeling accuracy significantly.

However, it can be observed that the initial training results still lack precision for the highly accurate clock synchronization purpose. Therefore, succeeding model training based on the continuously collected clock information is conducted to further decrease the error incurred during the model establishment. As shown in Fig. 6, an increasing training iteration will result in improved estimation accuracy of the three coefficients to different extents with the network uncertainty of \( 10^{-2} \). The averaged estimation error will drop from over 100% to under 15% within only five iterations. Moreover, the accuracy of the estimation on initial skew is improved the most dramatically compared to the other two parameters, due to its extreme estimation imprecision during initial training. It can be concluded that the feedback-based estimation can converge to an accurate result with an error of 7% after ten iterations in imperfect networks, while a much higher accuracy is obtainable more efficiently under better network conditions.

After obtaining accurate clock parameters, edge devices will transmit the coefficients to each corresponding local device, where a virtual skew model can be established accordingly. The modeling accuracy is exclusively related to the training results, while some differences can be observed due to modeling error. As shown in Table I, the difference between the real clock and the clock model established according to the virtual skew is calculated for different operating environments during the 10-min operation. Simulation results demonstrate that the clock errors are at the microsecond level, indicating that an extremely accurate virtual modeling of the clock skew is established for each local IIoT device. Consequently, the virtual skew can be further utilized for real-time skew correction with the assistance of the occasionally uploaded local temperatures.

### Table I

**Comparison Between the Real Clock and the Virtual Clock Established During the Operation of 10 Min**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Indoor</th>
<th>Outdoor</th>
<th>Manual</th>
<th>Storage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Averaged difference (( \mu s ))</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>1.251</td>
<td>5.573</td>
<td>0.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum difference (( \mu s ))</td>
<td>1.210</td>
<td>3.760</td>
<td>7.806</td>
<td>0.617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum difference (( \mu s ))</td>
<td>0.608</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.334</td>
<td>0.054</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Clock Accuracy Improvement

As each clock under different environments varies with time at a distinctive rate, clock synchronization algorithms for
the calibration of clock skews should be periodically adopted to ensure the overall clock accuracy within the network to be under the application-oriented requirements. Traditionally, synchronization methods adopting one-way or round-trip packet delivery are typically used in IoT systems, e.g., DCSIC [20] and MLE-based synchronization [33], where two successive messages containing timestamps will be exchanged between the reference node \(i\) and each local node \(j\) to calculate the clock skew for further correction. The corresponding estimation for the clock skew is based on four consecutive timestamps, which can be described as

\[
\hat{\delta}_c = \frac{C_j(t_2 + \delta_j) - C_j(t_1)}{C_i(t_2 + \delta_i) - C_i(t_1)}
\]

(22)

where \(\delta_i\) is the random and variant PDV between the two nodes during different sequences of packet transmission. Moreover, another skew estimation method referred to as TACSC [21] was proposed in literature based on the experimental results, without considering the PDVs.

Both the traditional methods (i.e., DCSIC and TACSC) and the proposed DTCS approach are sensitive to the network uncertainty \(\delta\), which has an everlasting effect on the performance of both the three schemes originally from the model initialization phase. Consequently, a simulation is conducted in four different operating areas to compare the performance of the DTCS scheme and the traditional methods under various network situations. As shown in Fig. 7, in a network of ideal conditions, the clock errors accumulated within 2 h are extremely tiny for all the four cases, while the clock errors in the proposed scheme are always slighter than the DCSIC scheme. Meanwhile, with the increment of PDV, the clock errors increase exponentially for the nodes adopting DCSIC. Specifically, when the network uncertainty exceeds \(1 \times 10^{-2}\), the timestamps inaccuracy incurred during clock synchronization will affect the traditional skew calculation method significantly, however, the proposed DTCS approach is still able to obtain an accurate estimation with a much slighter increment of the clock error under worse network conditions, which is shown in the enlarged inset with the linear PDV and logarithmic clock error value.

Furthermore, since the proposed DTCS approach is aimed at achieving a better understanding of the environmental effect on the clock oscillators, another long-term observation of 10 h is conducted to evaluate its robustness under different operating temperatures. In this case, a synchronization requirement is set to be 50 ms so that any node violates such a threshold will trigger an OCP to eliminate its offset. It can be observed from Fig. 8 that, in the proposed scheme, the clock error increases much slower and smoother compared to the DCSIC scheme. In the meantime, there are 237 times that one of the devices was triggered in the traditional approach to guarantee the accuracy requirement, which is much higher than the proposed scheme of 11 times. Therefore, it can be conclude that both the achievable clock accuracy and the required actions in the DTCS scheme are dramatically improved.

### D. Network Resource Consumption

Besides the achievable clock accuracy empowered by different clock synchronization methods, a critical criteria to validate the synchronization algorithm is the network resource consumption during the network operation stage. In traditional synchronization methods (e.g., the DCSIC), both the skew correction and offset compensation are executed periodically to meet the synchronization accuracy. By contrast, in the proposed digital-twin-enabled skew estimation, due to the reason that the superior device has a better understanding of the clock skew at its subordinate devices, the network resource used for skew correction can be saved. Furthermore, since the clock skew estimated through the proposed algorithm is more accurate and environment-aware compared to the traditional approaches, the interval between two OCPs is significantly increased. As shown in Fig. 9, with a tighter synchronization requirement on the clock accuracy, an increasing number of packets is required for both the two scenarios. However, the total resource consumed by DTCS is always less than DCSIC, especially when the underlying network condition is poor, indicating that the proposed scheme outperforms traditional methods under diverse operating environments.
VI. Conclusion

A digital-twin-enabled intelligent clock skew estimation and distributed synchronization approach had been proposed in this article to compensate for the effect of complicated environments on the heterogeneous oscillators in industrial IoT systems. A comprehensive digital twin model of each clock had been established by modeling the effect of external operating environments on the clock drift. By adopting the established virtual model at each device, the distributed local clock skews were compensated adaptively. Compared to the traditional clock synchronization approaches where clock skews are calculated frequently during network operation, the proposed method can avoid unnecessary and excessive packet exchange benefiting from a better understanding of clock behavior under different operating environments. The proposed digital-twin-enabled synchronization approach accomplished much higher clock accuracy with fewer packets required during network operation. Meanwhile, the performance improvements were even more significant under challenging network conditions, indicating that the proposed method is less sensitive to the PDV and the dynamic operating environments for maintaining higher clock accuracy.
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